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Lost Angel

Angels are not supposed to fly at night
In the dark, there's no hope to guide them
One particular angel went against this rule
And crashed into a star
This angel fell unconscious
This angel fell from the sky
I was the first on the scene to look into her eyes
Made me want to damn near cry
Just watching this scene got my mind traumatized
As I watch her life drifting on by
God why did you pick me to see this angels last day
Now I have to pray to you to remove
This burden off my chest
I pray to God to lay that angels weary soul to rest
ARMAGGEDON

THE WHOLE WORLDS FIGHTING
AL-QAEDA WAS THROBBING
THE MORBID CORPSE OF OSAMA BIN LADEN
I SAW RAMPANT MURDER AND WHOLESALE LAUGHTER
CHILDREN HUNG AND STONED TO DEATH
ANOTHER SCHOOL SHOOTING
A CLASSROOM FILLED WITH THE DEAD AND DYING
WHOLE THRIVING CITIES WIPED OUT BY DECREES
BULLETS AND ALL TYPES OF BOMBS
HOW OFTEN THESE MANIACS LIKE TO DO BATTLE
MIDDLE EAST CHURNING WITH VIOLENCE AND DEATH
MUCH TOO OFTEN, THERE'S SHOOTING IN MASSE
NOW DEATH BY THE NUMBERS
THE U.S.A. LEADING
ALWAYS DEAD LAST WHEN IT COMES TO reading
I WAIT FOR ANGELS BUT HEARD NOT A SOUN
ALL AROUND ME CHAOS AND DEAD BODIES ON THE GROUND
ARMAGGEDON
CHANGE THE WORLD
BE EXTRAORDINARY
ORCHESTRATE THE DESIGN OF THE WORLD
DEFINE THE FUTURE OF THE WORLD
DISTRIBUTE WATER AND FOOD TO THE SICK AND NEEDED
CREATE A CURE FOR ALL DISEASE AND GLOBAL FAMINE
ESTABLISH PEACE FOR RANDOM VIOLENCE
NO MORE POLITICAL SUBTERFUGE
NO MORE WAR OVER RELIGIOUS DISCREPANCIES OR OIL
INVEST IN THE COST OF FREEDOM JUSTICE AND EQUALITY
CHANGING THE WORLD CAN START WITH YOU
BE EXTRAORDINARY
CHANGE THE WORLD
Insanity

In all reality is the reality probably not
If this is a fantasy or just a crazy dream
Or maybe another dream trapped inside another dream
That will go on forever or that will never end
The question is when does the nightmare begin and end
Absorb it understand it
Until you wish you never knew it

Insanity

I'm way above existence
Or maybe just twisted
demented in another dimension
This poem is reflecting on philosophy
Of what is real and fake
Good and evil
Right and wrong

In all reality is this reality probably not
Ha... ha... ha...
Insanity
Resist Stereotypes

Never will I allow the world to place me in a box
everything they believe me to be; I am not
everything they believe I am not; I am
misunderstood by the world
battling for peace within myself
often causes internal strife
Resist Stereotypes

Never will I let the world place me in a box
everything they believe me to be... I am not
may God bless the soul of a child who holds his own
because often stereotypes causes what's right
to seem all so wrong
Resist Stereotypes

Allow people to be themselves
Resist Stereotypes
EXPERIENCE MATTERS

I have learned a lot in my thirty seven years through a smoke of clouds I hear old men talking together they preach to the kids as I look, there is just one truth the truth of experience let me go see my old mentor I find him just sitting there let me see what he has to say wisdom and knowledge experience matters
AIM FOR FIRST

AIM FOR FIRST
Balance your hope and dreams
Carry on forward
Know that you can do whatever you have planned
You must not accept defeat
AIM FOR FIRST
This is what you dreamed of
Full your fantasies and wants
You only live once
At to live, my friend, means to aim high
AIM FOR FIRST
Never for last
You must live life as if every breath-step
You take could be your last
Ambitious person walking with
Dreams to be fulfilled
AIM FOR FIRST
UNCONDITIONAL LOVE

To you I give my
UNCONDITIONAL LOVE
EVEN THOUGH
You have a hard time
Believing me and trusting me
Because of past prior relationships you've had
Remove all of your doubts
I will not deceive you
Trust in me, believe in me
I will cherish you
From my soul to yours
UNCONDITIONAL LOVE
It will be
The only price
You must pay
Is to give me the same respect and loyalty I give you
If you wish to receive
UNCONDITIONAL LOVE
Is education really knowledge

The more we live by our intellect
The less we understand the meaning of life
A man's ignorance sometimes is not only useful
But beautiful.

What is the best man to deal with
He who knows nothing about a subject
And knows that he knows nothing
Or he who really knows something about it
But thinks that he knows it all.

Is education really knowledge?

Education is a progressive discovery
Of our own ignorance.

Everything you've learned in school as obvious
Becomes less and less obvious
As you begin to study life.

And gain more life experiences.

Is education really knowledge?
EDUCATION OR INTRUSION

We spend the first 12 years of our children's lives educating them. The next 12 years telling them to sit down and shut up in the child's soul. Education is a leading out of what is already there. Education is putting in or something that is not there. This is not education. This is intrusion.

As a child I was always ready to learn. Although I did not always like being taught. Children are not here to worship what is known as education. But to question it. Education or should I say intrusion.
THE GIFTED CHILD

NEGLECTED IN SCHOOL
MISUNDERSTOOD IN SOCIETY
AHEAD OF THEIR PEERS
IN INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
ADVANCED BEYOND THEIR AGE
THE GIFTED CHILD
IS WIRED DIFFERENTLY
HAVE POWERFUL EMOTIONS
MAY CRY EASILY
FORM DEEP ATTACHMENTS TO PEOPLE
SET HIGHER STANDARDS FOR THEMSELVES
ARE FUSSIER THAN OTHERS
MORALLY SENSITIVE
THE GIFTED CHILD
STRONG DESIRE TO LEARN
THE GIFTED CHILD
STOP DREAMING

STOP DREAMING
JUST DREAMING

DETACHED FROM AN AWARENESS OF REALITY... DOESN'T CUT IT
IT SEEMS TO LET US FULLFILL OUR WISHES IN OUR MINDS
IT SAPS THE ENERGY WE NEED TO PERFORM THE HARD WORK
OF MEETING THE CHALLENGES WE FACE IN REAL LIFE.

TO DREAM POSITIVELY ABOUT THE FUTURE IS VERY PLEASANT
ITS A BIG TEMPTATION TO THINK THAT DOING IT
IS THE RECIPE FOR ACHIEVING SUCCESS
INSTEAD OF PUTTING IN THE EFFORT.

WHEN PEOPLE PRETEND AND DREAM THEY ARE THERE
THEY WILL NOT PREPARE THEMSELVES FOR THE OBSTACLES
AND WON'T GET MOTIVATED TO MAKE THE DIFFICULT CLimb—
WE ACTUALLY FORGO REALIZATION OF OUR DREAMS

STOP DREAMING
Find Your Way

Find Your Way
When life begins to stress you out
Close your eyes
Take a deep breath and meditate
Find Your Way
Forget your troubles
You must carry on
Your troubles might get thicker
Your troubles might become a barrier
Unmoved and untouched
Give your soul something to love
To life and love
I thank God from above
Everyday you are blessed to see another day
Having no one to love
Having no help or guidance you are lost
Find Your Way
In honor of God
Separate right from wrong
Vow your heart and soul to God
And in return God will help you
Find Your Way
Lost in Thought

Lost in Thought
Most people spend their entire life
trapped within the confines of their own thoughts
who never go beyond a narrow-minded sense of self
that is conditioned by past experiences
in every human being.

There is a dimension of consciousness
far deeper than the thought.
It is the very essence of who you are.
Finding this dimension frees you
love, joy, creative expansion and lasting inner peace
cannot come into your life except through that
unconditioned dimension of consciousness.
Lost in Thought

If you can recognize the thoughts
that go through your mind as simply thoughts
if you can witness your own mental-emotional
reactive patterns as they happen
then that dimension is already emerging in you
as the awareness in which thoughts and emotions
happen!.

Lost in Thought
REALITY VS. PERCEPTION

REALITY VS. PERCEPTION
The human mind in its desire to know understand and control mistakes its opinions and viewpoints for the truth you must be larger than thought to realize that however you interpret your life or someone else's life or behavior it is no more than your viewpoint... A viewpoint one of many possible perspectives. It is no more than a bundle of thoughts.

REALITY VS. PERCEPTION
Reality is one unified whole where nothing exists in and by itself. Perception fragments reality it cuts it up into conceptual bits and pieces your thoughts and perception is an useful and powerful tools but it is very limiting when it takes over your life completely your thoughts and perception are a small aspect of the consciousness that you are.

REALITY VS. PERCEPTION
Wisdom

Wisdom is the deep knowing
It arises through the simple act
of giving someone or something your full attention
Attention is consciousness itself.
Attention brings the recognition that nothing exists
in and by itself.
It joins the perceiver and the perceived
in a level of awareness.
Wisdom is the healer of separation.
**Dogmas**

Dogma arises out of the erroneous belief that thought can encapsulate reality or the truth. Dogmas are a collection of fake world thoughts people love their fake world thoughts because it gives them a sense of security. Dogmas inflict more suffering on humanity than anything. Dogmas crumble sooner or later. Reality eventually exposes dogmas' falsehood. Unless dogmas are seen for what they are, they will be replaced by others. Expose the fakeness of dogmas.
Boredom

Boredom means the mind is hungry for more stimulus. The mind's hunger is not being satisfied when you feel bored. You can satisfy the mind's hunger by picking up a magazine, making a phone call, turning on the TV, surfing the web. Transfer the mental sense of lack and its need for more to the body by satisfying it briefly by ingesting more food....

More knowledge.
More hobbies.

Boredom can teach you who you are and who you are not.

Boredom is a conditioned energy movement within you. It comes and goes. Nothing that comes and goes is you. You are the knowing. Not the condition that is known.
Semper Fidelis
Semper Fidelis is a Latin phrase.
It means always faithful or loyal.
Semper Fidelis means there is never a time when a person will not be faithful to what he or she loves.
There is never a day when we are not expected to be faithful to what we claim to love in life from God...
To our wife, husband, and kids...
To whatever we profess to love.
Let Semper Fidelis be your watchword today and every day. When Semper Fidelis (faithfulness) is most difficult, it is most necessary.
WHOEVER YOU ARE

STEP OUT OF YOUR COMFORT ZONE
WHERE YOU KNOW EVERYTHING
GO TO A DISTANCE PLACE
WHERE YOU KNOW NOTHING
WHOEVER YOU ARE
FREE YOURSELF FROM THE WORRIES OF THE WORLD
LOOK INTO THE SKY
LIFT UP YOUR PEN
PLACE YOUR THOUGHTS ON PAPER
CHANGE THE WORLD
THROUGH YOUR WRITINGS
YOUR IMPACT ON LIFE
CAN BE HUGE
JUST LIKE YOUR WORDS
WHICH GROW RIPE IN SILENCE
WHOEVER YOU ARE
Resist Prejudice

Prejudice means you don't see the other human being only your own concept of that human being.

Resist Prejudice

Be open-minded

Give every human being regardless of race, religious belief, etc.

Equal respect

to reduce the alienation or another human being to a stereotype or concept.

Is a form of violence

Resist Prejudice
At ease with not knowing

This takes you beyond the mind
The mind is always trying to conclude and interpret
When you can be a
At ease with not knowing
You have already gone beyond the mind
A deeper knowing that is nonconceptual arises out of that state
At ease with not knowing
Mastery of Life

Whether it be sports, dancing, teaching, counseling or music.
Mastery in any field implies that the thinking mind
is no longer involved in that field.
The growth process in that field has stopped.
A power and intelligence that is within you
and even greater than you takes over.
There is no decision-making process anymore in that field.
Mastery of life or any given field
is the opposite of control.
Your mind becomes aligned with the
greater consciousness
which then acts, speaks and does all the work
within the mind.
THE GIFTED CHILD

THE GIFTED CHILD possess a well-developed sense of right and wrong...
And react strongly to injustice.
Giftedness runs in families.
If one child is gifted, the other children are likely gifted, too.
The gifted child.

There is no achievement without nurture.
Nature is the raw material children bring with them.
Nurture determines what they actually do with it.
Gifted children face hostility from their peers.
Gifted children get mixed messages.
Be the best you can be.
But don’t be such a perfectionist.
Be great at math and science.
But be able to throw a football.
There’s more playfulness, trials and errors in this social media world.

The gifted child is growing up with new insights.
We need that energy.
We need gifted children desperately.
The gifted child.
Hold on to the memories

Hold your baby's hands when she is learning to walk
Hold your child's hand when she's crossing the street
Hold on to the handlebars of your child's bike
When she's learning to ride
Hold on to your armrest while your teenager is learning to drive
Hold your tongue when your daughter comes downstairs dressed like a hooker
Hold back your anger when the police calls to say your son was arrested for drunk driving
Hold back your tears when your son calls you... from jail to ask for bail
Hold on to the good feeling you get when your son and daughter announce they are... graduating college at the top of their class
Hold on to the good feeling you get when your son and daughter announce they are moving out to start their own family
Hold on to the memories
HAPPY 4th OF JULY, J. WARD

ON THIS DAY THAT OUR NATION CELEBRATES ITS BIRTHDAY
I CELEBRATE YOU
I CELEBRATE US
AS THE REST OF THE NATION PREPARES FOR FIREWORKS
I'M IN DEEP THOUGHT WITH A SMILE ON MY FACE
AMAZED AT THE BEAUTIFUL FIREWORKS
WE'VE DISPLAYED SO FAR IN THIS RELATIONSHIP
HAPPY 4th OF JULY, J. WARD
AS THE NATION CELEBRATES ITS 239th BIRTHDAY
LET US CELEBRATE OUR 4th MONTH TOGETHER
AS THE NATION CELEBRATES ITS 239th BIRTHDAY
H CELEBRATE YOU
H CELEBRATE US

CHEERS !!!

TO US